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Bob Tullius; The Legend and His Book

Update on Dorien’s
Projects

by Dorien Berteletti
I’ve been asked a few times how my
projects are coming, and whilst there
may not be a lot to show in pictures,
things are happening.
A picture of the British lot. Two
done and two to go... the French ,
American and Italian members are
keeping their noses clean so far...
bless them !
The 1935 Rolls is now running and
we are racing it up and down the
runway...body and interior still a
work in progress. Very happy with
the way the engine turned out and
continued on page 3
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Last year my good friend David Maguire
spent a few days at the 12 hours of
Sebring. During that time he met
Bob Tullius who was promoting his
book Jaguar XJR7, Monograph No. 2,
published by Stance
and Speed. The
book he purchased
is number 12 out
of 30, which Bob
Tullius had signed.
For a historical car
buff like me, it’s
the most wonderful
gift my good friend
could have given
me.

by Peter Pontsa

and transporters. Tullius ran one of the
most successful racing teams from the
1960s to the 80s, racing iconic cars such
as the MGB, Midget, Spitfire, TR3,
TR4, TR6, TR7, TR8 and Jaguar XKE.
Group 44 had 300 overall
race victories during its
25 year existence. Bob
has been quoted as saying
“Winning
gracefully
is easier than losing
gracefully”.

Bob Tullius started his
passion at driving school
with his TR3 and won the
race held after the school
ended. He secured the
For those who don’t
most points in the race
know Bob Tullius
to win. Triumph gave the
and his Group 44, they were pioneers in sizzling, youthful driver a TR4 to prepare
the concept of professional motorsports, for racing. After finishing 2nd at Lime
with immaculately prepared racecars Rock, his next race ended in tragedy,
continued on page 5

Ask Ed!

by Ed Taccone

Here we are heading towards the end of Q1: David Smith from London On asks.
summer at a fast pace, but it’s not all bad. My 1976 Silver Shadow will not fire (start)
I don’t know about you, but I have been i.e., key in ignition twist to start/cranking
enjoying the great weather lately. The position motor spins but when I release
summer has been very busy for me as the key back to “on” position the RPM’S
decrease and motor stops spinning, does not
it has been for
start, does not fire, does not (well
most of you.
you know the idea). Repeated guess
It is safe to say
by people is possibly needs ballast
we could all
resister or maybe ammeter shunt.
use some more
No one in London, Ontario seems
good weather so
to have any intelligent knowledge,
I need everyone
or refuse to show where on engine
to be positive
this part is located or even looks like.
and send your
The last 2-1/2 years have been “very
HBCC Board of Directors
vibes for a great fall. The good thing is, frustrating”.
President: 		
Peter Pontsa
as busy as I have been I’m still answering
Do you have any thoughts or ideas to
Vice President:
Ed Taccone
questions.
assist me?
Secretary: 		
Tom Hodgson
Treasurer: 		
Angela van Breemen
Here are three more for this month. A
Membership Chair: Mary Valade
small reminder for you readers, if any of A1: I have been in contact with David
Event Co-ordinator: Jane Tully
you have any further information to add with a couple of trouble shooting methods.
Directors at Large :
to my answers please feel free to add your Further to help with David’s frustration
Don Fysh and Jean-Louis Valade
two cents worth, it would certainly be I will try to give David some further
Past President:
Norm Redpath
most welcome and most useful. Thank assistance. Of course without actually		
Web Co-ordinator: Angela van Breemen
continued on page 4
you and have a great month.
Editor, British Driven: Angela van Breemen
Ed
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Update on Dorien’s Projects... continued from page 1

the brakes and transmission. It’s always a
very special moment when there no parts
left over and pressing the starter gets the
engine running. The electrics are a little
questionable at this point but in time we
shall get there and the generator/dynamo
is now working! There is a reason why
the battery box on a PW Rolls is twice the
size of a regular battery.
I’ve bought a very rare set of Ace discs for
the wheels, not sure if and when I will
use them, but will be restoring them, just
in case.
Talking about first starts, Ralph showed
me a video of his first attempt at starting
his pre-war Triumph that he had just
rebuilt. Lots of flames and general
excitement, but it was all sorted out
nicely as seen in video part 2. Looks
like Ralph is well on his way with this
challenging project.
Not to be outdone, Alan who had
previously blown 2 tires on his Morgan
and was getting bored, tried some jiggery
pokery on the Allard and in an attempt to
perform magic on his carbs.
He did.... they caught on fire! Fortunately
he had an extinguisher at hand and the
day was saved although an anxious few
seconds transpired, considering Alan was
hooked up to his oxygen. The fact that
just before all this happened, he was
contemplating a downloading, sort of
added to the “moment” ! We are happy
that Alan and the Allard are in fine shape.
Alan tells me that the cleaning up of the
white dust took forever and he will be
buying a new kind of extinguisher that is
dust free.
The Bristol 409 is now driveable, and
the transmission push button system
is operational. At idle you push the D
button and nothing happens, you then
gently increase the rpm and at 700 RPM
it starts to silently move forwards. Very
elegant!
A small technicality....no brakes. I get
up to speed and then broadside it (Mr
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Mount’s suggestion) and if that’s not
enough, I head towards the tall grass....
it works!
After some serious consideration we have
decided to restore the 4 wheel Girling
disc brakes, a fair amount of work with
3 pistons per calliper and of interest the
calliper bolts are drilled for safety wire!
Attached is a picture of Anne getting the
Bristol in to the barn with a length of
chain. Trick is to set the idle slightly high
and put the auto box in reverse and Anne
driving forwards allows the Bristol to
move back! It allows her to control some
combined 400 HP.... a heady experience
LOL.

September 2015

black one. Ken Mason who was at the
show, suggested I drive home carefully...
not sure I know how to do that. I decided
to make left turns carefully and very fast
right turns figuring I killed two birds
with one stone. Sort of by averaging,
I followed Ken’s advice ( I don’t think
he had that in mind) and it may help
keep some oil in the pumpkin! Made it
home ok and today I have just finished
replacing the seal. The methodology of
hub removal was comparable to Tom’s
article from last month except I lucked
out and managed without torches. Just
as well, because I forgot to align the hole
in the hub with the holes in the 1/2 shaft
and so I could not get a cotter pin in, so
off came the hub again helped by foreign
words....Cars are so much fun!

I have completed the brake work and
now have brakes...on all 4 wheels and an
emergency brake, progress!
You will note a picture of the back of
Anne’s head. It’s a regular head in many
ways, but look carefully. On her desk
within easy reach is an adjustable wrench
and on the window ledge an oil can...she
is always ready!

For September, I have accepted the offer
I try to use the right size wrench for the to take Mr Hudson ( 1918/34 Indy
job...easier, safer and more comfortable, car) to Cobble Beach...a lot of polishing
but with whitworth, imperial and metric and sitting around is not my style and
cars, Anne gets confused so plays it safe. anyway it’s a race car. Alan on the other
Last month, we attended a Triumph car
Club event, and given that I was redoing
the rocker shaft on the TR for increased
oil pressure, we showed up with the
Bristol 400. They were so taken with it,
that our car was featured on the cover
of the Club magazine. Ok at their next hand really enjoys talking to people at
event we took the TR..... I felt I had to these events, so I am thinking of giving
prove we had one.
him a facts sheet on the car and dealing
Attended the Port Perry event with the with all the questions....including how
TR and a leaking right rear axle seal got he’s had it since new. Alan can tell a good
worse.....they always do....never get better story when he wants to...		
and arrived with 3 silver wheels and one
Dorien Berteletti
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Ask Ed... continued from page 1

doing hands on tests, which I have
offered to do if this problem still exists
after performing my suggestions.
The following pertains to Rolls Royce
Silver Shadow of that particular year.
Try bypassing ballast resistor by running
a temporary wire from a live power
source, say one side of a fuse and run to
coil (positive side] than turn engine over
if it is getting fuel it should start and
will run even when key is returned to
off position. You will have to disconnect
temporary wire to coil and engine will
shut down. Now we know it could be
a bad ballast resistor so next is to check
power at the ballast with ignition on the
run position.Both terminals must show
power on your test light.
Next to determine, is it getting fuel? I
would imagine after so much of trying to
start the vehicle the smell of fuel should
be very strong indicating it is flooded
and will be very hard to start. If not it
may not be getting fuel. when you turn
ignition key to on position you should
hear ticking noise and will stop when
it has primed. If you can’t hear ticking
noise pump is not working. Pump is
located underneath car on right side in
front of rear axle. Try tapping fuel pump
with a rubber mallet sometimes after
sitting for long time it may need a little
assistance. I know because my Silver

Shadow I had after sitting for awhile
needed a little reminder and then it was
fine. If this method fails next step is to
check power to pump and if you do,
pump needs to be replaced. By the way
fuse for fuel pump is also for ignition so
if ignition has power so should pump.
Let’s not omit the primary fuel filter. It is
located under the car, remove the cover
and inspect filter which can be cleaned
with gas if required. One easy method
to see if you have spark is to remove the
intake tube from carb. and spray a little
starting fluid in air intake it should kick
over and will try to run.
After performing these tests and
continues to fail to run all of us will
understand your frustration Sir David,
and you may need to ASK ED to meet
in person. All the best and good
luck.
Q2: Joanne Russo asks, how do you
tell difference between a carpenter
ant and a termite.

Okay Car Buffs... What Type of Car is This?

Okay car buffs, what type of car is this?
Saw it at the Elvis Festival. Talked to
the owner, got the scoop and waiting
to see if we have any experts.
If not I will provide the answer later.
Note the right hand drive.
		

A2: Carpenter Ants carry hammers. Just
kidding LOL. It is true that sometimes
termites are confused with carpenter
ants, but it is easy to tell the difference
between them. The termite has straight
antennae and a thick waist, and the
carpenter ant has a very narrow waist and
elbowed (bent) antennae. Termites are
found only in certain areas in Canada.
Q3: Derek (with no last name) asks, where
do phobias come from?
A3: Around ten percent of the population
suffer from phobias. Some may be
triggered by a traumatic event while
others are linked to physical problems.
Studies suggest that simple phobias are
partly genetic while others may be due
to cultural history.
For example,
a fear of
spiders may
be
passed
down from
M i d d l e
Ages when
spiders were
associated
with
the
plague,
as
victims’
deserted
h o m e s
became shrouded in cobwebs.			
			
Ask Ed

by Norm Redpath

Norm Redpath
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The Annual British Car Council Christmas Toy Drive

Last year, a handful of HBCC
members, had the pleasure of
attending the 3rd Annual British Car
Council of Canada ChristmasToy
Drive, which is organized by Phil
Miller of the British Saloon Car
Club of Canada.
Peter and I had heard about the Toy
Drive before, but had never had the
opportunity to attend until last year.
The Toy Drive is held at the
picturesque Country Heritage Park
which is located at 8560 Tremaine
Road, Milton, Ontario.

by Angela van Breemen

stunning views of the Fall colours.
Once back, we were treated to
lunch, and a visit from Santa.
There were lots of draw prizes, and
best of all we enjoyed the Orange
Peel Morris Dancers, who are from
Orangeville!

Orangeville’s Orange Peel Morris Dancers

This year, we will also be enjoying
Along the way there, we met up with the Oakville/Georgetown Celtic
Fiddle Orchestra.
fellow HBCC members, Dorien
and Anne Berteletti, Jean-Louis and Phil Miller, who spearheads this
Mary Valade and we joined “Tiger” event each year, explained the
Tom Clare and Paulette Kirkey and British Car Council’s goals when
Don Horne at the grounds.
they thought up the Toy Drive.
There was no entry to the park,
When the Car Council first talked
which is normally $10.00; all we
about organising a Toy Drive, they
needed to do was bring toys and
had three things they wanted to
gifts for less fortunate children to
achieve.
enjoy at Christmas. For those that
First of all, they wanted to raise the
didn’t have time to get something,
awareness of individual car club
there was a Salvation Army
members as to what
collection “kettle’ on site. Each
the Car Council is,
year, the gifts are passed onto the
and what it does, and
Salvation Army for distribution.
to organise an event to
It was a little bit chilly that day, but promote camaraderie
our spirits were warmed up by the
throughout the various
cheery atomosphere and friendly
British car clubs.
people, while hot coffee or tea and
Second, to promote
donuts warmed our tummies.
an event that would
A car tour was organized by the
be open to any British
Saloon Club, and we drove through car clubs, but also to
the Niagara Escarpment to enjoy the attract people with
Christmas Tree Laid out with BCCI Clubs’ Gifts
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British cars that might not already
be members of any club. It was
thought that maybe if they have a
good day out, they might decide to
take the plunge and join the most
suitable club for them, given their
car interest and where they live.
Third, they wanted to create a
worthwhile charitable event to make
Christmas brighter for families going
through difficult times.
Recognition of this event, has even
spread to the United Kingdon. Mr.
Miller received a letter from Prince
Charles, concerning the upcoming
2015 Toy Drive, who sent him “his
very best wishes for every success
with the event”. Also, a recent letter
from the Queen, expressed “her best
wishes to all concerned for a most
successful and enjoyable day.”
This year, the 4th Annual British
Car Council of Canada Toy Drive
will be held on Sunday October 4th
2015.
We hope even more HBCC
members will join us on the drive
down to enjoy this wonderful event.
This is a wonderful family oriented
event, so plan on bringing your
children or grandchildren!
It is a great chance to celebrate our
British Cars, see old friends from
other clubs, and make new friends,
while supporting this worthwhile
cause. Hope to see you there!
Angela van Breemen

visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Bob Tullius; The Legend and His Book

when he veered away from an an
exhaust part in the track and totaled
the car into a tree. Triumph refused
to give him another car. Tullius and
partner Ed Diehl bought two other
wrecked TR4’s and within weeks
built a respectable one from all the

continued for page 1

The automotive world knew the
source of its difficulties; Jaguars
build quality was evident in the
constant unreliability that plagued
their automobiles.
The only outcome for survival
was restructuring and retooling,
but because of a lack of solid cash
flow it was beyond the reach of
Jaguars ability to renew itself. Divine
intervention of sorts was required
and Michael Dale president of Jaguar
North America became the Savior.
MG and Triumph had failed and
Jaguar looked like it was next.
Michael Dale had a bold plan and
that was to go racing. Upon winning

parts.
Then Bob Tullius’ boss at Kodak gave
him a crucial ultimatum, to work or
to race. Tullius choose racing. That
put him in a position where he had
to make racing a profitable business
and that’s when he created Group
44.
With the amalgamation of Tullius’
race and sponsorship knowledge,
Brian Fuerstenau’s mechanical
ability and Dick Gilmartins Madison
Avenue advertising proficiency, they
fashioned quality prepared racecars
resulting in wins and most important
publicity for their sponsors. Lanky
Foushee the team manager joined the
group later.
In 1981 Jaguar was in desperate
straits. Car sales had a declined from
65,000 units per year at British Motor
Corporation’s peak, to 3500 units.
The company was losing millions of
dollars every month and Jaguar was
in a death spiral.
Page 5 HBCC Newsletter September 2015

BBC, that Jaguar will be returning
to Le Mans. The publicity would be
invaluable.
Dale proceeded to explain that the
company was technically bankrupt
and they had to do something
positive. Race wins would restore
customer’s confidence, in the area
of engineering and manufacturing.
Dale proposed beginning in the
competitive International Motor
Sports Association GTP Pro Series,
against the formidable turbo-charged
Porsche 956’s and then move onto Le
Mans. There was some boardroom
antics opposing the plan, nevertheless
John Egan endorsed it.
In the fall of 1981 Bob Tullius was
distraught and facing the depressing
possibility of closing down Group 44
motor works. After 20 years, his team
had won National Championships
for most British makes, but very
suddenly MG and Triumph had
been closed. A new contract was
essential for Group 44 if it wanted to
remain a viable business.

Dale spoke to Tullius’ at Jaguar
North America’s Christmas party
and prepared him for what was
coming. Later Dale phoned Bob and
asked him if he could be at Jaguars
headquarters at Browns Lane on
February 2nd. Bob booked a seat on
Bob Tullius, Jaguar XJR-5 Driver
the then, super exclusive Concorde
SST and within hours was speaking
Jaguar could say they’re first and the with John Egan.
best. This type of advertising has
proven to sell cars, throughout the
motoring industry. The old saying
goes like this; Race on Sunday sell
on Monday.
The next step was to fly to England
and speak with John Egan the
president of Jaguar. In his pitch
he said the intelligent thing would
be for us to go back to Le Mans,
it would surely be a lead story on

continued on page 6
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Being an Antique Dealer and Appraiser in 2015 by Marion Mason

What could be more fun than finding
and buying pretty, old items, enjoying
them, and selling them for more money
than you paid for them? Searching for
antiques is full of surprises that never
come twice, with new people, places
and objects, you keep learning every
day.

buyers.

Country furniture and depression
glass have gone by the wayside. Just
because something is old does not
make it valuable. The market is now
moving fast. Brown chunky furniture
is not the look that is in - and all those
collectible plates - you would be lucky
But, what you see in shows like the to get $2. each for them.
Antique Roadshow is old school. The There is a redefinition of the word
selling and buying of antiques and
collectibles has shifted from what
people see on these shows. They are
not what the market is about now.
The antique market has taken the
same hit as the rest of the economy
with cash strapped collectors trying
to sell their items. Mass produced
reproductions--some so good they fool
the experts are a major issue.
If people are only interested in a look,
they can go to Pier One and get a
reproduction. Fiesta pottery is a prime
example. A vintage vase that sold for
$90. ten yeats ago, may fetch $15. antique. Victorian antiques are no
today. A new reproduction is $12.95 longer in fashion. Some dealers don’t
get it yet, but the base of collecting is
At a certain age you want to dispurse gone....most recently Royal Doulton
of your collection and folks in their figurines.
20’s, 30’s, and 40’s are not usually the

Bob Tullius; The Legend and His Book
His mission was to build a formidable
racecar, to pursue Porsche 956 turbos
at Le Mans. He accepted and flew
home organizing his thoughts, as
how to proceed on this daunting
project.

Many people my age invested in
buying large quantities of these in
the 50’s and are now trying to sell
them. Check out Ebay...in August
2015, there were 9500 Royal Doulton
figurines for sale on ebay. Only one in
the first 200 I observed had a bid on
it, and the bid was $9.95.They are as
out as out can be.
An MGT club member asked me to
come and see his Mother’s collection
as she was moving to smaller quarters
and wished to sell her collection. She
had the original bills for each ranging
from $195. to $595. I told her I could
not even pay her $25.00 each for them
as the were no longer saleable. She
has now repacked them to keep for her
grandchildren.
Being an antique dealer is still fun and
very profitable if you have the right
things for sale, but not shelves full of
glass and china!

In the next issue of British Driven,
I will write an article on WHAT’S
HOT AND WHAT’S NOT, and
collectibles that turned out to be a
waste of money and ones that were a
windfall.					
Marion Mason

continued for page 5

sales started to climb and moods also
Over the years many iterations of started to rise. Attrition stopped and
the V 12 were made to improve the Jaguar was eventually rescued.
The team continued racing and
horsepower.
It would not be until the fourth race modifying the car well up to 1987
the following year at Road Atlanta when the contact with Jaguar was
Lee Dykstra Can –Am designer was that Tullius and Canadian car driver over. Jaguar would race its own
put under contract to design and Bill Adams drove to an impressive first XJR 6 with Tom Walkinshaw, who
engineer the new car. In 1982 the place. The die was cast, Jaguar was in managed to win twice at Lemans.
new XJR5 designs and plans were a premier position and unsurpassed. In the end it was Dale and Tullius’
arriving at the shop. That meant the
American built Jaguar that changed
majority of all chassis and suspension With this win the real business of Coventry’s fortunes with the XJR5
parts were fabricated from scratch marketing began. Group 44 was far and the XJR7, evoking the term
at Group 44. The first XJR5 used ahead of most teams in this respect. “Thundering Elegance”.
an undersized 5.3 Liter Jaguar V 12 They hosted social gatherings for
Peter Pontsa
taken out of Tullius’ championship Jaguar dealers and potential owners,
Page 6 HBCC Newsletter September 2015

XJS Trans Am car.
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by Ed Taccone

Do you remember the early days when we went out after
supper and had to be in when the street lights came on?
Dinner was in the kitchen at the table “NO EXCEPTIONS”
except on Saturdays, when Dad made hamburgers and we
were allowed to eat in the living room because Bugs Bunny/
Road Runner were on.
We had one holiday a year, the phone was in the kitchen
on the wall and there were no extensions. Our parents were
strict, if they couldn’t afford something, we didn’t get it….
period.
We walked to school always, gas was twenty five cents a
gallon and almost always asked for $2.00 worth of gas when
you pulled up to the pumps.
When we reached the magic driving age and if we wanted
to drive we had to buy our own wheels because our parents
couldn’t afford to buy one for us, and if they did we had to
pay them back. We had to learn to repair our own vehicle
because we couldn’t afford to take our car to the garage.
We used to
frequent wrecking
yards to get
parts, tires and
sometimes a used
radio with wonder
bar feature and
an extra speaker
and once got
everything
working we were
the envy of our
friends.
Our mom’s vacuum cleaner was the ultimate piece of
equipment to paint our car with and thought nothing of
the orange peel look and a paint run here and there in the
new paint job. Remember a trip to the garage and asking
for a couple quarts of used oil?
Then there was the retrofit of front coil springs from a
truck that would lift front end of our car that you could
hardly see the road in front of you. In later years it was cool
to have the back end raised and we did everything to keep
from sliding out of the seat because there were no seat belts
to hold us in position.
Whatever we did to our cars we had to improvise. Chum
radio was the station to listen to. Bobby Darren, Connie
Francis, Lesley Gore, Fabian, Bobby Rydell, Ricky Nelson,
Paul Anka, Connie Stevens, and ooh la la Anne Margaret,
to mention a few, while our parents listened to that other
station CFRB.
Friday and Saturday night cruises with your girl friend to
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If you are thinking of organizing an event for our
2015 Driving Season, please contact Jane Tully,
our Events Coordinator.
Wed. Sept. 2, 2015 - Backyard BBQ Meeting,
Hosts: S. & E. Taccone
Sat. Sept. 12, 2015 - 2nd Annual Fysh Funkhana more info to follow
Hosts: D. & G. Fysh
Thurs. Sept. 17th, 2015 - The Caverners - Canada’s
Premier Beatles Show; 2:00 p.m. Matinee
Sun. Sept. 20th, 2015 - 32nd Annual British Car Day,
Bronte Prov. Park
Sun. Sept. 20th, 2015 - Shelburne Fair Classic Car
Show, Shelburne Fairgrounds
Sat. Sept. 26th, 2015 - President’s Car Run
more info to follow
Hosts: Peter Pontsa and Angela van Breemen
Sun. Oct. 4th, 2015, Toy Drive
We will be organizing a group of to go down to the Toy
Drive. More details to follow.
Wed. Oct. 7th, Pub Night Meeting,
Hosts: Don and Trudy Bauman

A&W where they brought food out to you on a tray after
ordering and placing it on the car window and of course we
always ordered the famous A&W root beer.
Yesteryear is a far cry of present day, where you must have a
new car, iPhones, credit cards, with your own T.V. in your
own “DO NOT ENTER” room.
My how times
have changed, but
there is always a
ray of hope. It’s
called a Triumph
Spitfire which I let
my grandson Isaac
toy around with.
You see he has to
improvise because
he cannot afford to
do the upgrades he
would like to do,
like a rear spoiler or a new exhaust manifold with broken
studs for the exhaust pipe. But, he has improvised just have
a look at the pictures. A spoiler that was really part of a roof
top car carrier and a most versatile tool called the vice grip.
Yesteryear isn’t it great?

					
Ed Taccone
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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The Sponsors’ Corner

Neil Mathieson, CPA, FICB
168 Broadway, Orangeville,
Ontario L9W 1K3
519-942-2880
3045 Southcreek Road, #27
Mississauga, ON L4X 2X6
905-206-0004

Making Life Less Taxing

Neil Mathieson, Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA)
Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers (FICB)

Visit Soon The Toad Soon!
Vehcile Storage Begins
October 1st to May 1st, 2016,
The Past Glories Of Toad Hollow!

It's a perpetual garage sale!
Vintage Toys, Games & Collectibles
Antique Furniture
Victorian Architectural Pieces

By Chance or Appointment Only!

Call David Maguire at 519-216-0138
* located at the rear of 55 Townline, Orangeville

David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in
Dufferin County Since 1984

STAHLHAMMER MOTORWORKS

Ken Stahl
MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN HEALEY ROVER

Work hard - Have Fun - Make Money - Help People
			
(519) 217-3791		

754542 2nd Line EHS,
Mono, L9W 5X1

			

kennerell@gmail.com

Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455 * Cell: 519.216.0138

RCR Realty, Brokerage

Independently Owned & Operated

$100.00 per annum for 1/4 page ad
specs required are 4.0” x 4.5”
$50.00 per annum for business card size
specs required are 3.5” x 2”
Sponsor to provide high resolution artwork in jpg, tiff, indd or pdf format. * a minimum of 10 issues per year will be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement placed here, please contact Jean-Louis Valade at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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